Creative Cultural center

Location

Concept statement
Dispersive prism

It located in Riyadh city, the Capital of
saudi Arabia - North of Riyadh - An
narjis neighbhorhood .
benefits:
- near and part of new green riyadh
project
- Away from loud area
- Away of industrial locations
- enough space for the project.
capacity is 4500 person.

Science has always inspired every human
being to make limitless ideas and
thoughts, and it is what brings us here
today and made us be in this kind of
knowledge. The dispersed prism has inspired and developed many and varied
things and people around the world,
that’s why it will be the guide for this
project, to inspire and wake up every
creative person and creative idea.

Style: Modernism
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Wishes tree, for visitor to tie their card wishes by its branches
more magical and soul touching design.
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Plaster Layer

Broken bricks with
different metals inside

Flexible reception desk for accessible height and serving more number of people.
The small metal tables goes inside and outside the main reception desk.
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Wall tracks.
; For more flexible design (for boards & Tv screens)
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